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Abstract 

The current meta-analysis of the selection validity of assessment centres aims to update an earlier meta-analysis of 

assessment centre validity. To this end, we retrieved 26 studies and 27 validity coefficients ( N=5850) relating the 

Overall Assessment Rating (OAR) to supervisory performance ratings. The current study obtained a corrected 

correlation of .28 between the OAR and supervisory job performance ratings (95% confidence interval .24≤ 

ρ≤.32). It is further suggested that this validity estimate is likely to be conservative given that assessment centre 

validities tend to be affected by indirect range restriction. 

 

 

 

In human resources management, assessment centres essentially serve two purposes (Thornton, 1992). Their first 

and most traditional purpose is selection and promotion. In these assessment centre applications, the so‐called 

Overall Assessment Rating (OAR) plays a predominant role as selection and promotion decisions are contingent 

upon it. Gaugler, Rosenthal, Thornton, and Bentson (1987) reported findings supporting the validity of 

predictions made on the basis of the OAR. Specifically, their meta‐analysis estimated the mean operational 

validity of the OAR to be.36 with respect to the criterion of job performance ratings. As regards to their second 

purpose, assessment centres are increasingly used for developing managerial talent. In developmental assessment 

centres, the focus shifts from the OAR to assessment centre dimensions which serve as the basis for providing 

participants with detailed feedback about their strengths and weaknesses. Recently, Arthur, Day, McNelly, and 

Edens (2003) reported evidence supporting the validity of predictions made on the basis of assessment centre 

dimensions. In particular, their meta‐analysis focused on six main assessment centre dimensions 

(consideration/awareness of others, communication, drive, influencing others, organizing and planning, and 

problem solving), with validities varying from.25 to.39. 

                                                           

1 This paper is based in part on the Doctoral thesis submitted by the first author to the University of Manchester Institute of 

Science and Technology in fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of PhD in Management Science. 
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Thus, although a recent meta‐analysis updated the validity of predictions made on the basis of assessment centre 

dimensions (Arthur et al., 2003), the results of Gaugler et al. (1987) still serve as the ‘gold standard’ of 

assessment centre validity estimation on the basis of the OAR. However, since 1987, new validity studies have 

been conducted that were obviously not included in the Gaugler et al. (1987) meta‐analysis. Accordingly, this 

study meta‐analysed studies that were not included in the Gaugler et al. (1987) meta‐analysis (from 1985 

onward). In keeping with the Gaugler et al. study, we focus on the selection validity of assessment centres (i.e., 

their ability to select the best candidates for a given job) instead of on the validity of assessment centre 

dimensions (see Arthur et al., 2003). Supervisory performance ratings served as the criterion measure in the 

current meta‐analysis. 

 

2. Method 

 

2.1. Database 

We used a number of strategies to identify validity studies potentially suited for inclusion in the current meta‐

analysis. First, a computerized search of various electronic databases was conducted (PsycInfo, Social Sciences 

Citation Index, etc.). Second, a computerized search of the British Psychological Society database of UK‐based 

Chartered Psychologists was undertaken and academics and practitioners were contacted to identify individuals 

who may have access to unpublished assessment centre validity data. Third, around 20 of the top companies in the 

FTSE 500 index and four of the United Kingdom’s largest occupational psychology firms were contacted. 

 

2.2. Inclusion and coding criteria 

We scrutinized the studies retrieved and included them in our final database if they met the following four 

inclusion criteria. First, studies were considered if they referred to an ‘assessment centre’. An assessment centre 

was defined on the basis of the following criteria: (a) The selection procedure included two or more selection 

methods, at least one of which was an individual/group simulation exercise, (b) one of more assessors were 

required to directly observe assessees’ behaviour in at least one of the simulation exercises, (c) evaluation of 

assessees’ performance on the selection methods included in the selection procedure was (or could be) integrated 

into an OAR by a clinical or statistical integration procedure, or both; (d) the selection procedure lasted for at least 

2 hours. 

 

As we wanted to update the prior meta‐analysis of the selection validity of assessment centres, a second criterion 

specified that only studies published or completed from 1985 onwards were considered for inclusion in the meta‐

analytic database. 

 

Third, we used Borman’s (1991) definition of supervisory job performance ratings, which he defined as ‘an 

estimate of individuals’ performance made by a supervisor’ (p. 280). This estimate could be either an overall or a 

multi‐dimensional performance evaluation. Hence, ratings of potential, objective measures of performance, 

performance tests, and ratings made by peers were excluded. 

 

Fourth, studies had to provide sufficient information to be coded. As most of the studies did not report all the 

necessary information, the first author attempted to contact the authors of these studies. 
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On the basis of these four inclusion criteria 26 studies with 27 non‐overlapping validity coefficients were included 

in the meta‐analysis. The total N was 5850 (as compared with N=4180 of Gaugler et al., 1987). Of these studies, 

23 had been published, one was presented at an international conference, and two were unpublished. The earliest 

study included was published in 1985, whereas the most recent study was conducted in 2005. 

 

The coding of the 27 validity coefficients which constituted the final meta‐analytic dataset was conducted 

separately by the first and second authors. On the basis of a sample of studies coded by the authors, a reliability 

check revealed that when both authors entered a coding, their coding agreed in 85% of cases. The full coding 

scheme is available from the first author. At the end of this procedure, the separately coded datasets were 

compared and any disagreements were resolved between the two authors. 

 

2.3. Evaluation of publication bias 

The data were subjected to two additional examinations. First, to explore the possibility that assessment centre 

validities were somehow related to extraneous factors which could not be regarded as potential moderators, 

corrected validities were correlated with the study completion/publication date and with the time interval between 

the collection of OARs and supervisory performance ratings. The values of these two correlations were r=−.05 

and.10, respectively. Hence, there was no consistent relationship between either of these two factors and 

assessment centre validities. 

 

Second, a funnel plot was performed to check the distribution of corrected validities (see Egger, Smith, Schneider, 

& Minder, 1997). The idea behind this procedure is to plot corrected validities against sample size, so as to 

examine whether sampled validities appear to be free of publication bias. As the degree of sampling error depends 

on sample size it is to be expected that the spread of validities would become progressively smaller as sample 

sizes increased, thereby creating a scatter plot resembling a symmetrical inverted funnel. Should the sampling be 

biased, the funnel plot would be asymmetrical (Egger et al., 1997). For the studies included in this meta‐analysis, 

the scatter plot of validities resembled an inverted funnel with validity coefficients based on small samples 

showing considerable variation, whereas those based on larger samples tended to converge on the mean meta‐

analytic validity coefficient. There was however a tendency for validities not to be evenly distributed around the 

mean, with six coefficients located under the meta‐analytic mean, one coefficient corresponding to the meta‐

analytic mean, and 20 coefficients located above the meta‐analytic mean. There was a tendency for studies with 

larger sample sizes to be more evenly distributed around the meta‐analytic mean than studies based on smaller 

sample sizes. The study contributing the largest sample size to the meta‐analytic dataset (28% of total cases) was 

positioned in the middle of the distribution of validities and so did not skew the outcome of the meta‐analysis. 

 

2.4. Meta‐analytic procedure 

The dataset was analysed by following the Hunter and Schmidt (1990) procedures for individually correcting 

correlations for experimental artifacts. In instances in which these were deemed not to be sufficiently detailed for 

the purposes of the current study, advice was solicited directly from the book’s second author (F. Schmidt, 

personal communication, 2002). We were able to obtain range restriction data for 20 out of the 27 validity 

coefficients included in the dataset. These 20 coefficients were hence individually coded for range restriction. In 

the absence of specific information about the range restriction ratios of the remaining seven coefficients, they 

were assigned the mean of the range restriction ratios coded for the 20 coefficients individually coded for range 

restriction (see Appendix A). 
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As reliabilities for supervisory performance ratings were typically not mentioned in the studies included in our 

meta‐analytic dataset, we decided to use the best available reliability estimates for supervisory performance 

ratings. In fact, two large scale meta‐analyses found.52 to be the average criterion reliability estimate for 

supervisory performance ratings (Salgado et al. 2003; Viswesvaran, Ones, & Schmidt, 1996). Hence, we decided 

to use the value of.52 as the criterion reliability estimate for all 27 validity coefficients. 

 

Although there now exist procedures to correct for indirect range restriction (Hunter, Schmidt, & Le, 2006; 

Schmidt, Oh, & Le, 2006), we were not able to perform this correction as indirect range restriction data were not 

available in the primary studies. We were therefore unable to go beyond the standard practice of correcting the 

magnitude of observed validities for the presence of direct range restriction and criterion unreliability. 

 

3. Results 

As shown in Table 1, the mean observed r based on a total sample size of 5850 was.17. Correcting this coefficient 

for direct range restriction in the predictor variable increased its value to.20. When the coefficient was also 

corrected for criterion unreliability, the population estimate for the correlation between OARs and supervisory 

performance ratings, increased to.28 [95% confidence interval (CI)=.24≤ρ≤.32]. Details of the distribution of 

artifacts used to individually correct observed validity coefficients, are provided in Table 1, which shows that 

84% of variance in validity coefficients may be explicable in terms of sampling error. Consequently, once the 

variance theoretically contributed by sampling error was removed, little unexplained variance remained. Thus, the 

detection of potential moderator variables was unlikely. Nevertheless, we tested for various moderators (e.g., 

number of dimensions assessed, number of different selection methods, type of integration procedure used). As 

could be expected, none of these moderators was significant. 

 

Table 1: Summary of meta‐analysis results 

 

 

4. Discussion 

The typically used meta‐analytic estimate of the validity of assessment centre OARs (Gaugler et al., 1987) is 

based on studies conducted prior to 1985, some of which are now over 50 years old. However, in the last 20 years, 
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many new assessment centre validation studies have been conducted. Although Arthur et al. (2003) recently 

provided an updated estimate of the validity of assessment centre dimensions, it is also important to provide an 

updated estimate of assessment centre OAR validity, as the OAR is almost always used when assessment centres 

are used for selection purposes (as opposed to developmental purposes). Therefore, this study provides a meta‐

analytic update to the old value obtained by Gaugler et al. (1987). The current investigation is also based on a 

larger sample size (N=5850) than the sample size of 4180 used in the Gaugler et al. (1987) meta‐analysis. 

 

The mean population estimate of the correlation between assessment centre OARs and supervisory performance 

ratings in the current study was ρ=.28 (95% CI=.24≤ρ≤.32). Our estimate is thus significantly lower than the 

value of ρ=.36 (95% CI=.30≤ρ≤.42) reported by Gaugler et al. (1987), which lies outside the 95% CI fitted around 

our estimated population value. A possible explanation for this finding is that the participants of modern 

assessment centres are subject to more pre‐selection (given that they are so costly) than was customary in earlier 

assessment centres. This would result in more indirect range restriction in the modern assessment centres and 

consequently, in lower observed and corrected validities. 

 

Unfortunately, we could not correct our data for indirect range restriction because the required indirect range 

restriction data were simply not reported in the primary studies. Nevertheless, in ancillary analyses we found 

some ‘indirect’ evidence of the impact of indirect range restriction on assessment centre data. Specifically, six 

studies within the meta‐analytic dataset reported validities for cognitive ability tests that were used in the same 

selection stage within/alongside the assessment centre. The mean observed validity of these cognitive ability tests 

with respect to the criterion of job performance ratings was.10 (N=1757). Thus, the validity of cognitive ability 

tests used within or alongside an assessment centre seemed to be much lower than the observed meta‐analytic 

validities for cognitive ability tests as stand alone predictors (.24 and.22) reported by Hunter (1983) and Schmitt, 

Gooding, Noe, and Kirsch (1984) for US data. It is also much lower than the observed meta‐analytic validity for 

cognitive ability tests as stand alone predictors (.29) on the basis of recent European data (Salgado et al., 2003). 

Although this comparison should be made with caution, it seems to indicate that the depressed validity of 

cognitive ability tests used within/alongside assessment centres might also result from considerable indirect range 

restriction on the predictor variable-most likely due to pre‐selection on cognitive factors. 

 

On a broader level, these results show that the selection stage should always be taken into account when reporting 

the validity of predictors (Hermelin & Robertson, 2001, see also Roth, Bobko, Switzer, & Dean, 2001). Hence, 

we urge future assessment centre researchers to routinely report ( 1) the selection stage within which assessment 

centres are used, ( 2) the pre‐selection ratio of assessment centre participants, and ( 3) the correlation between the 

predictor composite used in preliminary selection stages and the OAR used in later stages. Only when this 

information becomes available, will it be possible to examine more fully the indirect range restriction issue in 

assessment centres and to perform the corrections for indirect range restriction [according to the procedures 

detailed in Hunter et al. (2006) and Schmidt et al. (2006)]. 

 

In regard to the potential presence of moderator variables, the current investigation suggests that very little 

variance remains unaccounted for once sampling error has been removed. This result contradicts the notion that 

assessment centres should show considerable variation in validities given the wide variations in their design and 

implementation. We believe that this result is more likely to be a result of little chance variation in the validity 

coefficients included in the dataset, rather than due to a genuine absence of moderator effects. 

 

The following directions deserve attention in future research on the predictive validity of assessment centres. 

First, the criterion measures for validating assessment centres should be broadened. Over the last decade, one of 
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the major developments in criterion theory is the distinction between task performance and citizenship 

performance (Borman & Motowidlo, 1993). To our knowledge, no studies have linked assessment centre ratings 

to citizenship behaviours. This is surprising because one of the key advantages of assessment centres is that they 

are able to measure interpersonally oriented dimensions. Second, it is of great importance that future studies 

examine the incremental validity of assessment centres over and above so‐called low‐fidelity simulations such as 

situational judgment tests (McDaniel, Morgeson, Finnegan, Campion, & Braverman, 2001). These tests have 

gained in popularity because of their ease of administration in large groups and low costs. In addition, they seem 

to capture interpersonal aspects of the criterion space and have shown good predictive validities. 
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Table A1: Summary of validity results from studies included in meta‐analysis 
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